VOLLEYBALL Elite Volleyball System (EVS)
HEAVY DUTY TENSIONING WINCH, PRECISE ADJUSTMENT, SINGLE OR PAIRED SYSTEMS

Product: Elite Volleyball System, Post and adjustment detail. Photography: Wayne Williams, Indianapolis, IN

Built for years of intense use, featuring a top-of-the-line system
designed for premier programs. Incorporating an internal spring assist
mechanism allows for easy, precise, and infinite height adjustment.
The system easily locks in place with a pressure lock hand knob, and
post is clearly marked at normal competition heights. The heavyduty tensioning winch is a self-locking, worm gear mechanism with a
high tensile strength nylon strap and heavy-duty snap hook for safe
connection to the net-top cable. Can be hung on a wall with hooks,
stored on optional transporter, or tucked away in a closet.

FEATURES:

OPTIONS:

–– Meets all NFHS, USA Volleyball,
NCAA, and FIVB requirements for
competition equipment.
–– Height adjustment from 6' to 8'4"
(1.83 m to 2.54 m).
–– Secure cast-in-place 3½" (89 mm)
ID floor sleeves and wide selection of
flush cover plates.
–– Power winch includes folding handle
for player safety and added security.
–– Rope tensioner holds the bottom of
the net taut.
–– Each upright features an adjustable
rubber foot to allow for exact height
adjustment and to protect your ﬂoor.
–– Clear anodized aluminum finish.

–– Optional upright protective pads
available. Dark blue standard; other
colors available.
–– 500041 Includes one pair of uprights,
net, and combination antennae/
boundary markers. Power winch
located on outside of one upright.
Second upright equipped with cable
anchor collar.
–– 500042 Two court system includes
two nets, two rope tensioners, three
uprights, and two pairs of combination
antenna/boundary markers. Power
winch is located on outside of two
posts. Center upright is equipped with
double top pulleys and adjustable cable
anchor collar for attaching two nets.

PART NOS.
SINGLE EVS: 500041
DOUBLE EVS: 500042

POWER VOLLEYBALL NET
Official competition net is 32' x 39-3/8"
(975 cm x 100 cm). Netting is 4"
(102 mm) square #36 black nylon
cord with vinyl-coated polyester
hem double stitched around entire
perimeter of net. Top hem has a
42' 6" (12.95 m) long galvanized
aircraft cable with a nylon coating for
top tensioning. Bottom of net has a
braided white nylon rope for bottom
tensioning. Each side of the net is
equipped with three polypropylene
tension straps with buckles.

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS
All instructions, technical drawings and
other supporting documents are located
at: draperinc.com/documents.aspx
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